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Children Love to Make Music!!!	

We Need to Let Them!!	




Ways We Make Music"

n  Compose!
n  Perform Other’s Music!
n  Perform Our Own Music (Improvisation)!
n  Listen!



Imagine!
!

Audage!
!

Audiate!
!
"



Key Question"

Have I maximized the 
opportunities for all 

learners to make their 
own aesthetic decisions 
with my guidance and 

encouragement?	






If we expect our students to be 
creative (divergent and 

convergent) in their thinking, 
perhaps we need to be as well."





Overview"

n Part I:  Webster Biases:  A Little 
Philosophy!

n Part II:  Approaches toAssessment!
n Part III:  Implications for Education 
with Special Emphasis on the Role of 

Music Technology!
!



I.  Webster’s Biases:!
World of Constructed Thought 

and Action"

n  Constructive vs. Instructive!
n  Celebration of different kinds of 

thinking!
n  Projects!
n  Learner as Center, not Teacher!
n  Embedded Assessment!





Constructivism"
n  Knowledge is formed as part of the 

learner’s active interaction with the 
world.!

n  Knowledge exists less as abstract 
entities outside of the learner and 
absorbed by the learner; rather it is 
constructed anew through action.!

n  Meaning is constructed with "
this knowledge.!

n  Learning is, in large part, a "
social activity.!



Instructor-Centered learning"

-Hierarchical relationships!
-Structured environments!
-Instructors as experts!
-Students have little or no 
knowledge!
-Convergent Thinking is 
valued!



Student-Centered"
-Group learning celebrated!
-Informal environments are valued!
-Learners & mentors!
-Students are recognized as having 
their own knowledge and 
experiences!
-Combination of convergent and 
divergent thinking is valued!



Learning happens in whole, authentic 
experiences—not in de-contextualized 

ways.!
!

Problems are posed, products created, 
student’s knowledge serves as a 

starting place. !
!

Primary Concepts  and Big 
Ideas are Tackled!!"



Answer Might Be:!
 Adapted Constructivism!

n  Much in our profession that can be established effectively 
with top-down approaches!

n  But there is much room for encouraging the application of 
this knowledge in constructivist ways!

n  Students must learn to think in and about sound in ways 
that end in independent thinking!

n  For those learning goals that do not involve sound itself, 
( i.e. ways to effectively practice, work musically with 
others, deal with stakeholders like parents and 
administrators, similar hopes for teaching independent and 
effective active action is important!

n  Less emphasis on covering large amounts of information 
quickly and less information more thoroughly!



Importance of Creative Thinking 
in Music"



Problems with 
Traditional IQ Testing"







DIVERGENT THINKING	




CONVERGENT THINKING	








!
II. Toward an Approach to 

Assessment"

n  Problem-solving context!
n  Convergent and divergent thinking!
n  Stages involved!
n  Some aspect of novelty!
n  Product that is evaluated by society!



Imagination and Creative 
Thinking and Its Relation to 

Intelligence"
n  Research Data Clearly shows a connection but 

not a completely linear one.  (r=.50-.60)!
n  Reimer’s Philosophical View on Creativity and 

Intelligence is very useful!
Intelligence consists of the ability to make 

increasingly acute discriminations, as related to 
increasingly wide connections, in contexts 

provided by culturally devised role 
expectations.!
Page 204!



What is imaginative 
thought in music"

Imaginative thought in music is a dynamic 
mental process, alternating between 
divergent and convergent thinking, 

moving in stages over time.  It is enabled 
by Internal musical skills and outside 

conditions and results in a final musical 
product which is new for the creator!



Creative Thinking is NOT for 
just the “Gifted” Child"

n  Not for just children with high 
convergent-based IQ!

n  Not for just children who show signs of 
talent in “creative” fields!

n  Creative Thinking is possible for all 
children and should be encouraged at all 
levels”   It’s a way of teaching for all 
subjects, including the arts.!



One approach to assessment:  
Measure of Creative Thinking in 

Music (MCTM)"
n  Creative thinking in, with, and about 

sound as part of music aptitude!
n  Inner hearing of sound!
n  Convergent and divergent thinking!
n  Quasi-improvisatory tasks!
n  Informal instruments that were capable 

of high/low, fast/slow and loud/soft; 
and had contrasting timbres!



n  Tasks that very most enjoyable for the 
kids (not a testing environment, as natural 
as possible)!

n  Video tape record!
n  Scored in both objective and subjective 

ways!
n  Scored for the four factors of music 

extensiveness, flexibility, originality, and 
syntax (some of these from general 
creativity literature—work of Torrance 
and Guilford)!



Scoring Factors—MCTM"

n  Musical Extensiveness  -- the amount of clock time involved 
in the creative tasks!

n  Musical Flexibility -- the extent to which the musical 
parameters of "high"/"low" (pitch); "fast"/"slow" (tempo) and 
"loud"/"soft" (dynamics) are manipulated!

n  Musical Originality -- the extent to which the response is 
unusual or unique in musical terms and in the manner of 
performance!

n  Musical Syntax  -- the extent to which the response is 
inherently logical and makes "musical sense"!











III.  The Technology Piece!



Why Teach Music with 
Technology?"

n  Links my belief in the 
importance of 
thinking in sound 
with!



Why Teach Music with 
Technology?"

n  Links my belief in the 
importance of 
thinking in sound 
with …!

n  My belief in the value 
of creative thinking in 
the context of …!



Why Teach Music with 
Technology?"

n  Links my belief in the 
importance of 
thinking in sound 
with …!

n  My belief in the value 
of creative thinking in 
the context of …!

n  The way our youth 
encounter their world 
today!



Technology Trends"

Text	




Portability"



Portable & Personal"





Desktop to Laptop"



Wireless"

USA Today���
October 3, 2006	




Overcoming Limits of Time and Space"• Commodity Internet and 
Internet2!
• Video conferencing to tele-

immersion!
• Virtual performance in real 

time!





Social DIRECTIONS "

1.  Gen-Y behaviors!
2.  Ubiquitous access to electronic 

information!
!

Technology is that which wasn’t around when you 
were born.  Alan Kay, Futurist	




Gen Y Behaviors"
• Want their own rooms/own space 

(personalization)!
•  Live a 24/7 lifestyle and want 

privacy!
• Have iPods, laptops, cellphones, 

PDAs etc.!
•  Expect services instantly!
• Multi-task and expect flexibility!

USA Today,  8/17/06, pg 6D.  From Joe Rizzo, Hiller 
Architecture study	


born 1982-2003	




Gen Y Behaviors"

•  Want their own rooms/own space 
(personalization)!

•  Live a 24/7 lifestyle and want privacy!
•  Have iPods, laptops, cellphones, PDAs etc.!
•  Expect services instantly!
•  Multi-task and expect flexibility!
•  Prefer to avoid reading if at all possible!
•  Want comfort, food & drink when computing!
•  Judge you by your website (within 3 secs)!



e-Information"

•  Search Engines!
✓  Google!
✓  Wikipedia (the good, the bad, and the 

ugly...)!
✓  Ask.com!
•  Materials in electronic 

form, not hard copy!
•  Online bibliography 

tools, journals, 
language translators!



Approach to 
Understanding 

Software Categories"



Music Production"
n  Digital Audio Management and Editing!
n  Multitrack: Digital Audio!
n  Multitrack: Looping!
n  MIDI/Digital Audio Sequencing!
n  Virtual Synths, Samplers, and Instruments!
n  Notation and Scanning!

n  Multimedia Production!
!



Computer-Aided Instruction"
n  Drill and Practice!
n  Flexible Practice!
n  Guided Instruction!
n  Game-Based!
n  Creative!
n  Teacher Resource!
n  Internet!



Digital Audio 
Management and 

Editing"



iTunes (Mac/PC)"





Audacity (Mac/PC)"



Toast Titanium (Mac)"



Multitrack and 
Looping"



Audition (PC)"



GarageBand (Mac)"



Super Duper Music Looper 
(PC)"



Live (Mac/PC)"



Logic Pro (Mac)"



Virtual Studio"



Reason (Mac/PC)"



Notation"



Sibelius (Mac/PC)"



Computer-Aided 
Instruction (CAI)"



Auralia (Mac/PC)"



Practica Musica (Mac/PC)"



TimeSketch (Mac/PC)"



Music Ace I and II (Mac/PC)"



Hearing Music (Mac/PC)"



Smart Music (Mac/PC)"



Sibelius Instruments (Mac/PC)"



Band-in-a-Box (Mac/PC)"



Making Music (Mac/PC)"







Key Question"

Have I maximized the 
opportunities for all 

learners to make their 
own aesthetic decisions 
with my guidance and 

encouragement?	




Questions!!"


